Hear what others have to say
about Essence of Angels®
‘Dearest Simone, as I said on Sunday (19 Nov) there are no
words with enough power to express the depth of my gratitude
& appreciation for your amazing course, information, passion,
generosity, wisdom, inspiration and your incredible Light…’
Raelene Byrne www.medicineforyourspirit.com
‘Dear Simone, this is just a little note to thank you again for
last weekend. I so loved connecting with and becoming more
acquainted with each of the Archangels. It was a rich experience
to feel their presence and how they work with us and support us.
I am now enjoying how they enhance my life…’
Miriam Shafer www.miriamshafer.com
‘Namaste Simone, thank you for being a great teacher and
allowing all of us to be comfortable over the weekend. I
personally would like to thank you and the Archangels for once
again changing my perception again as my journey has shifted in
many ways since I have done your course and most of all, thank
you for being you….’. Patsy Jonkers
‘Every now and then beautiful Angels appear cleverly disguised as
ordinary human beings… congratulations on bringing the Essence
of Angels into our lives. Thank you for a wonderful weekend
workshop and all of your guidance…’
Brenda Carige www.brooloopark.com
‘Over the weekend you proved to yourself and all other light
workers that you are not only a brilliant facilitator and teacher
who comes from the heart (which we always knew anyway), but
that you are also a highly evolved soul that walks Mother Earth
and who emanates pure Light, Love, Compassion and Integrity. I
believe that I speak on behalf of all the Angels and participants
of your Essence of Angels workshop that you touched our heart
& soul… Many heartfelt thanks for an unforgettable workshop.’
Fridelle Stanwix
‘I loved the Essence of Angels workshop, reconnecting with the
Angels was beautiful. I regularly review my notes that I took and
the workbook to help me on my journey. Many thanks for your
Love & Blessings...’ Tanya Winter
‘Essence of Angels was my introduction to a metaphysical world
that had been hidden from me until this point. I received a
metaphysical anointing on my healing ministry that has led me on
a fantastic journey of growth, discovery, Love…thank you.’
Carol Farnell www.icfarnell.com

Essence of Angels®
The Essence of Angels® workshop is a life changing journey of
self‐discovery and a gentle yet powerful path of embracing the
Angelic Realm from within.
Whether you attend this workshop for your own personal
development, or to graduate as an Essence of Angels® Practitioner,
this event will accelerate your spiritual development and awaken
your intuitive and psychic abilities in a nurturing, peaceful and
loving setting.
The workshop covers topics such as:
! Awakening and working with your medical intuitive gifts, natural
intuition & psychic abilities;
!Accessing past lives, and healing or working with these wisdoms
in the present;
!Reclaiming potential future gifts & working with these in the
present to accelerate your journey of awakening;
!Working with crystalline energy for personal & planetary healing;
!Understanding your 12 Chakra energy system, the 8 Dimensions
!of our Milky Way Galaxy, the formation of LIFE through the
!Archangel Elements and sacred symbol, colour & sound;
!Understanding ancient wisdoms from Lemuria & Atlantis, and the
shifting of Earth into the Golden Age;
!How to work with the Essence of Angels® healing modality to
attract optimal health, love, abundance, joy and freedom into
your own life and into the lives of others.

Who Should Attend ?
If you are passionate about your own personal development, have
a strong soul urge to understand more about Creation, and wish to
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is the workshop for you!
Whether you are a novice, have years of experience working with
crystals / Archangels, or are a holistic health professional, this
workshop will take your personal / professional growth to the next
level as you master the divine elemental templates of Creation – the
Archangels.
All Essence of Angels® graduates are welcomed into our Universal
Life Tools International School of Healing. Thus if you are
interested in meeting like‐minded souls in your local community as
well as around the globe, then this workshop will open the doors
to a lifetime of joyful communications with a loving community of
conscious peopleEssence of Angels healing compliments most other
healing modalities synergistically improving health outcomes and
patient compliance.

The Essence of Angels® Workshop
The Essence of Angels workshop is a two day event where we
journey through each of your 12 Chakra’s / Archangels of Creation
to awaken your conscious connection with your higher‐self, heal
past life traumas and connect with potential future gifts. There are
lots of practical exercises, group work and time to answer personal
questions. Students learn how to work with the Archangels to
promote healing, optimal health, mental clarity, emotional balance
and facilitate spiritual enlightenment.
Whilst we use the Essence of Angels® vibrational essences (and
other vibrational products) throughout the workshop to awaken
participants DNA, and to expand your conscious connection with
the Archangels, students also learn how to work with this healing
modality without the use of vibrational remedies for healing.
Students also learn how to use the Essence of Angels® healing
modality to compliment other modalities (such as Reiki, Massage,
Counselling, Osteopathy, Naturopathy, Herbal Medicine, Colour
Therapy, Crystal Healing etc..), as well as practical and spiritual
advice on how to set up you own healing practice.
Participants are gifted the following at every workshop:
!Comprehensive bound Seminar Workbook (over 160 pages);
!Scrumptious morning & afternoon teas;
!Free use of all Essence of Angels® vibrational remedies and
products throughout the workshop;
!All participants receive a free gift to support their healing in the
days and weeks after the workshop.

Essence of Angels® Practitioners
Graduates of Essence of Angels® are transformative healers
who have embraced their own Soul Purpose and are leaders in
awakening humanity through LOVE.
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Metaphysical Healing – Essence of Angels® Practitioner.
Essence of Angels® Practitioners then qualify for:
!Free registration on the Essence of Angels® Practitioner Directory
located on www.UniversalLifeTools.com (your own webpage,
photo and unique outline of your work !)
!Registration with professional
associations such as www.iict.com.au

The Essence of Angels® Products

There are a range of other products available within the Essence of Ang
and personal growth and development. Please refer to our website for
Essence of Angels® Mist sprays, Chakra Oil, Posters etc… www.Universa

Essence of Angels® Teachers
The Essence of Angels® Teachers course is a six day in‐house
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Healing – Essence of Angels® Master Teacher (EAMT)’ and
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about this course please email Simone for a course prospectus:
empower@universallifetools.com

The Essence of Angels® Essences
The Essence of Angels® vibrational essences are a gift from the
Archangels, Master Crystal Energies and the Ancient Mystery
Schools of Atlantis, Lemuria, Egypt and the Mayan Civilisation.
Using an ancient form of alchemy called ‘Archeon’, Simone was
guided to align high frequency ‘Archangel Elemental Templates’
with their Master Crystal Energy counterparts and synergistically
blend these energies with sound, colour, sacred geometry and
astral alignments.
The result is a range of exceptionally high frequency vibrational
essences that are programmed into the Grand Cycle of Evolution
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The Essences are major facilitators of change, assisting humanity
in re‐connecting with the love & peace that resides within, hence
creating a Heaven here on Earth.
The Essence of Angels® vibrational essences are a boxed set of 12
vibrational stock bottles from which dosage bottles are made for
personal use, or for clients, family or friends. The 12 Essences
are used throughout the Essence of Angels workshop to align and
consciously awaken each Archangel within you.
The boxed set of Essences contains the following 12 stock bottles:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Archangel Azrael
Archangel Jophiel
Archangel Haniel
Archangel Michael
Archangel Chamuel
Archangel Zadkiel

ngels® range to support healing
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7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Archangel Raphael
Archangel Gabriel
Archangel Raziel
Archangel Jeremiel
Archangel Uriel
Archangels Metatron &
Sandalphon

! Packaging subject to change

Simone M. Matthews is the
founder of the Universal Life
Tools Metaphysical School
of Healing (ULTMSH) ‐ an
international school of healing
based on the Sunshine Coast in
Queensland, Australia.
The ULTMSH offers a range of
weekend workshops, Practitioner
courses, Teacher Modules,
Tele‐Seminars and Self‐Study
programs to empower individual
spiritual growth, release
people from their self‐imposed
limitations and awaken people
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soul’s potential.

Simone M. Matthews

Simone’s philosophy of
Founder – Universal Life Tools
awakening is simple ‘as we
Metaphysical School of Healing
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Creation from within, and take
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of Creation, we are free to transform our fate and become active
authors of our destiny’.
ULTMSH courses are facilitated by Simone at various times
throughout the year, both nationally & internationally. In addition,
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Light Healing™ workshop (levels I, II & III up to Practitioner Level)
and Essence of Angels workshops (Practitioner Level) throughout
the year.
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Essence of Angels® Workshops are next being facilitated in your area.
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about the courses available for study through the school, visit:

www.UniversalLifeTools.com
Your local ULTMSH
Essence of Angels® Teacher is:

